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VISION OF THE FUTURE

ABSTRACT
The emerging Low-Earth-Orbit commercial economy brings exciting
opportunities for technological innovation in space at unprecedented speed.
This vibrant new commercial space age is disrupting the status quo, driving
down costs, and revolutionizing general accessibility and sustained presence in
LEO. Today, however, there is a reluctance in the space industry to embrace
reusable spacecraft because of the perception of increased mission risk for no
additional return on investment. This hesitation appears similar to the industry’s
initial caution in adopting reusable launch vehicles in the early 2000s.

Just like reusable launch vehicles drastically reduced launch costs, and wellplaced hub airports transformed the costs and safety of commercial air travel,
reusable OSVs and orbital infrastructure have the potential to increase space
asset safety and return on investment. These vehicles have utility in LEO and
cislunar space, as well as far reaching deep space missions to Mars and beyond.
Ultimately, more affordable, sustained access to space will enable the next deep
space telescope, space station, or other similarly bold and impactful endeavors
to be built and deployed in orbit at a fraction of the cost of a terrestrially built
equivalent.

HUB & SPOKE MODEL

Water as propellant – Safe to store and manipulate on orbit
Standardized docking and refueling interfaces (CONFERS)
Supervisory control with Authority to Proceed (ATP) checkpoints
Implements latest advances in software and sensor fusion,
borrowing from self driving automotive industry
➢ FDIR design methodology leverages redundancy, simulation
and testing – both on the ground and in orbit
➢ Mission CONOPS designed for sustainable debris management
and minimizing radiation exposure (Fig 5)

➢ Launch insertions act as primary hubs with propellant depots
➢ Service radius from primary hub defined as a function of delta-V
and flight time (Fig 7)
➢ Extend range by positioning additional small hubs and propellant
depots at or near key delivery orbits, sized for return leg
➢ Expandable to Lunar orbits and beyond, ideal consumer of insitu materials on the Moon, Asteroids and Mars
Lunar
➢ Future work to optimize depot quantity, size and locations Deliveries
➢ What are the added challenges? Radiation exposure
∆V: 1200 2500 m/s
➢ Benefits? Resource availability
∆V: 30-100 m/s

➢
➢
➢
➢

In this work we share our vision of the future: reusable orbital service vehicles
(OSVs) will transform the space economy and grow the emerging on-orbit
servicing sector. A reusable OSV serves as a satellite’s ‘connecting flight’ that
provides multiple on-orbit destinations, analogous to the airline industry.
Development of a reliable, reusable OSV will expand the utility of a single
satellite, allowing for plane changes, escape trajectories, multi-orbit missions
and more. OSVs further enable payload upgrades, satellite constellation
maintenance, deorbiting at the end of operational life, and orbital debris
removal. These added capabilities differentiate reusable OSVs from single orbit
mission alternatives and increase the on-orbit economic opportunity. Once a
network of OSVs has been established in LEO, rendezvous and transfers can be
scheduled efficiently to minimize on-orbit wait times between connections.
This poster emphasizes current trends in the industry and presents an OSV
architecture and logistics model that enables expanded access to space. Safety
and reliability aspects are considered, and a satellite constellation design
reference mission discussed. Future work will leverage 6 decades of hard-won
lessons and insights from the commercial airline industry with its hub and spoke
carrier models to improve OSV reliability and cost effectiveness.
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Figure 2: Launch cost to Low Earth Orbit, 1980-2100 [FutureTimeline.net, NASA, SpaceX]

➢ Like reusable launchers, reusable orbital transfer or service
vehicles (OSVs) will transform the space economy and grow the
emerging on-orbit servicing sector (Fig 3)
➢ Mirroring the commercial airline industry, OSVs are designed to
serve as a satellite’s connecting flight in space
➢ Significantly reduces cost with enhanced safety and reliability

REUSABLE VIGORIDE

Figure 5: Reusable Vigoride CONOPS
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Figure 4: Reusable Vigoride development timeline
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Figure 7: Hub and Spoke Carrier Model Example with Selection of OSV Missions

Why reusable OSVs make sense:
➢ Substantial cost savings
➢ 36 to 87% overall cost reduction for constellation missions
➢ Launch cost/kg savings: 15%+
➢ Reduction in delta-V requirements for payload satellites which
increases satellite operational lifetime and reduces propulsion
system complexity and overall mass
➢ OSV deorbiting ability extends satellite propellant until end of life
without concern for margin needed to ensure self deorbit, further
increasing potential operational lifetime and meeting FCC
deorbit requirements
➢ Increased resilience to on-orbit failures (due to ability to inspect,
reposition, repair satellites) so less spacecraft needed
➢ Allows for a more aggressive sparing strategy
➢ Possibility of incremental risk burndown of essential
technologies via affordable hosted payload experiment
opportunities on Vigoride OSV
➢ Rendezvous and transfers scheduled efficiently to minimize
launch mass and on-orbit wait times between connections
➢ Reconstitution (swap out EOL assets with new ones)
➢ Water as propellant enables optimized logistics model beyond
LEO, leveraging lunar in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) and
deep space resupply

Waystation

Q2

∆V: 100-500 m/s
Time: 2-12 wks

550 kg constellation satellite with 1 yr life span, 600 launches/yr
Total number of satellites: ~3000 at 600 km altitude
Launch Vehicle: SpaceX Falcon 9 or Blue Origin New Glenn
Each consecutive year of OSV-enabled deployments,
decommissioning and replacements extend a satellite’s life from
1 to 2-4 yrs once the entire constellation is deployed in 2031
➢ Significant reduction in overall deployment cost: ~$2B to $4.5B
(87%) savings per year, $30B total (Fig 6)
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Multi mission Architecture: 5 - 10 missions per vehicle
Up to 750 kg payload transfer ability, at up to 2 km/s delta-v
Perform rendezvous & proximity ops (RPO) with Waystation
Water as propellant – safe to handle and abundant in space
In-orbit services: Refuel, reposition, inspection, repair, deorbit
Capability available by 2024 (Fig 4)
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Figure 3: Rendering of the Momentus Reusable Vigoride Orbital Service Vehicle
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CONSTELLATION EXAMPLE

➢ The global satellite payload market is expected to grow from
$13.67 billion in 2021 to $20.57 billion in 2026 at a CAGR of
8.57% [Satellite Payload Global Market Report 2022].
➢ Small satellite market value growth shows similar trends (Fig 1)
➢ This growth represents a significant increase in the number of
satellites potentially in need of services from reusable OSVs
➢ Shift from traditional space vehicle design methodology with the
advent of the New Space era
➢ Launch vehicle revolution: Reusability introduced, proven (Fig 2)
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Figure 1: Global Small Satellite Launch and Market Value [NSR, 2018]
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Figure 6: Annual and Total Constellation Deployment Cost by Operational Lifetime
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